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Mary Beth Vitale (moderator) is a director of CoBiz Financial Inc., where she chairs 
the board’s nominating and governance committee. Previously, she was lead 
director for Eyeris Inc. and served as both the compensation committee chair and a 
member of the audit committee for Zynex Inc. She is a past president and COO of 
Rocky Mountain Internet and a past president and corporate officer of AT&T. She 
chairs NACD’s Colorado Chapter and also serves as an NACD faculty member.

Meet the Presenters
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Aalap Shah is a Managing Director in the New York office of Pearl Meyer. He advises 
public and privately-held companies on executive compensation issues, with focus on 
pay governance, pay-for-performance alignment, incentive plan design, and aligning 
leadership strategy with compensation. 

Sharon Podstupka is a Principal in the New York office of Pearl Meyer.  She is a key 
member of the firm’s Thought Leadership team and focuses on executive and broad-
based employee pay communication consulting and shareholder communications. 
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Housekeeping

Submit a question

Tweet live with @NACD and @pearlmeyer

Download the presentation and access 

additional resources
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Housekeeping

Slides are available at www.pearlmeyer.com/top-compensation-committee-
agenda-items-2016

and within the webinar console.
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http://www.pearlmeyer.com/our-knowledge/articles-whitepapers/pay-for-performance-test
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You will automatically receive 1 NACD credit for your 
participation.

Credit may be applied to NACD Fellowship programs.
Contact Fellowships@NACDonline.org for more details.

The replay and slides will be available early 
next week at www.NACDonline.org and 
www.pearlmeyer.com
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Housekeeping

https://secure.nacdonline.org/scriptcontent/WebcastDownload.cfm?where_to_next_source=https://secure.nacdonline.org/StaticContent/staticpages/nacdcust/podcasts/PowerPointPresentations/WEB061809.pdf&eventcode=WEB061809
https://secure.nacdonline.org/scriptcontent/WebcastDownload.cfm?where_to_next_source=https://secure.nacdonline.org/StaticContent/staticpages/nacdcust/podcasts/PowerPointPresentations/WEB061809.pdf&eventcode=WEB061809
https://secure.nacdonline.org/scriptcontent/WebcastDownload.cfm?where_to_next_source=https://secure.nacdonline.org/StaticContent/staticpages/nacdcust/podcasts/web061809/&eventcode=WEB061809
https://secure.nacdonline.org/scriptcontent/WebcastDownload.cfm?where_to_next_source=https://secure.nacdonline.org/StaticContent/staticpages/nacdcust/podcasts/web061809/&eventcode=WEB061809
mailto:Fellowships@NACDonline.org
http://www.nacdonline.org/
http://www.pearlmeyer.com/
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Every Board wants to begin the New Year with an actionable plan 
for long-term value creation.

With so many competing concerns, how do you know what the 
Compensation Committee should focus on in 2016?

Pearl Meyer has identified 5 key strategic issues that the 
Compensation Committee should consider in the coming year.

Discussion Agenda
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Pearl Meyer’s Top 5 Strategic Agenda Items for 2016

Put TSR in its Proper Place

Use as an alignment tool and indicator of long-term value creation, but not as an 
incentive measure

If not TSR, then What?

Understand the business objectives & long-term strategy, then design incentives 
to reflect these goals

Use Equity to Help Combat Short-Termism

Explore extended holding requirements for equity awards

Don’t Let Time Run Out 

Model disclosures and prepare now for the three new SEC rules

Think Like an Activist

Consider the trending interest in Director compensation
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1. Put TSR in its Proper Context

• The use of TSR as an incentive metric has grown from 17% in 2003 to 48% in 2013.

• However, empirical research from Pearl Meyer and Cornell University shows there is no 
evidence that using TSR in an incentive plan leads to increased firm performance.

• Over the long-term – 10 years or so – TSR provides an excellent indication of value 
creation
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• Rather than rely on an 
ineffective incentive 
measure, look at TSR as an 
alignment tool – a way to 
marry the interests of 
management and 
shareholders.



2. If not TSR, Then What? 
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• Research shows that while more companies are adopting TSR as an 
incentive metric, those who are bringing it into their plans more recently 
are putting less weight on it.

• What can you do to move away from TSR as an (ineffective) incentive 
measure in your long-term incentive plans?

• There is no one-
size-fits-all formula, 
however, certain 
basic steps apply.



2. If Not TSR, Then What? The Path Forward

• Understand the objectives of your compensation plan and the potential trade-offs 
between them (e.g., attract, retain, motivate, communicate performance 
objectives, pay for performance, align with shareholders, etc.).

• Outline the company’s business objectives and strategy and the drivers of long-
term value creation. Then select short- and long-term incentive performance 
measures that directly tie to the achievement of milestones toward these goals.

• Ensure measures are fair, easy to understand, calibrated appropriately, and 
actionable (i.e., have substantial “line of sight”).

• Identify and focus on the centerpiece financial metrics that will signal success 
within your company, your industry, and the global economic environment.

• Incorporate both “lag” metrics (that reward achievement) and “lead” metrics (that 
spur desired new actions and behaviors). 
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If circumstances or pressures exist where TSR must be incorporated into the 
compensation plan, consider using it as a performance modifier to a financial 

metric in order to minimize its impact.



Poll Questions #1 and #2

What does your 
compensation committee or 
full board feel is the right 
timeframe for assessing value 
creation?

• Three years

• Five years

• Ten years or more 

Would your compensation 
committee be under pressure 
or receive pushback if you 
removed TSR from the 
incentive plan?

• Yes

• No 

• Unsure of the reaction 

• We don’t currently 
have TSR in our 
incentive plans
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3. Make Equity Grants Serve Your Leadership Strategy

• Can equity compensation do a better job and play a role in the development of 
strategic-thinking leaders with long-term vision?

• In an age of increasing accountability for strategy execution, the mere idea of 
extending holding requirements of equity awards beyond departure may no longer 
be taboo.

• Lengthening the vesting schedule or continued vesting post-departure keeps “skin-
in-the-game” and focuses the management team to consider long-term 
consequences and opportunities.

• The potential “cons” (e.g., increased overhang, outstanding equity, transition costs, 
and concerns as overly management-friendly) can be minimized by limiting the 
practice to the highest levels of management, conditioning the treatment upon 
orderly succession, and possible accounting advantages and clawback assistance. 
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While it is still a minority practice, it is a trending topic with clients and reflects 
out-of-the-box thinking that can catalyze value creation.



Poll Questions #3 and #4

What is the primary purpose 
of your company’s equity 
awards?

• Retention

• Performance 
alignment

• Delivery of 
competitive 
compensation 

Would your management 
team be receptive to a longer 
vesting schedule or holding 
period?

• Yes

• No 
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4. Prepare Early for New Disclosure Requirements 
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PROPOSED 7/1/15
Clawbacks

Proposes listed companies to 
create and disclose a specific type 
of clawback policy

• All NEOs covered
• Applies to any financial restatement
• Recoverable amount may include 

difficult estimates

We suggest:
•Review existing employment 

agreements & outline 
recoupment requirements in 
future contracts
•Review incentives and 

outstanding awards to determine 
if they would be subject to 
clawback
•Review indemnity plans 
•Draft broad policy that complies 

with proposed construct

FINAL 8/5/15
CEO Pay Ratio

Mandates disclosure of ratio 
between CEO pay and median 
employee pay

• Median employee calculation only 
required once every three years 

• Implementation pushed to 2018 filing 
for 2017 compensation

At Issue:
Unintended consequences are 
likely to center on the broad 
workforce’s reaction to the 
identified Median pay, not the 
CEO’s pay.

We suggest:
• Explore alternative calculations 

that may provide additional 
useful context
•Develop solid internal & external 

communications/CD&A plans

PROPOSED 4/30/15
Pay-vs-Performance

Proposes specifically calculated 
proxy statement disclosures on 
the link between pay and 
performance
• All NEOs covered                          
• Pay defined as “actual pay” and 

performance defined as TSR
• Disclosed in a table with supporting 

narrative
• Initially require 3 years of data, 

migrating to 5 years

At Issue:
Performance is defined as TSR and 
calculations are extensive

We suggest:
•Begin modeling the data now to 

understand it against current 
pay-for-performance strategy; 
determine any necessary 
changes



4. Prepare Early for New Disclosure Requirements
In Depth: Modeling Pay-vs-Performance

• Regardless of your company’s view of performance measurement and 
compensation practices, the disclosure will require you define performance solely 
in terms of TSR. 

• This does NOT mean that you must base your compensation plans on TSR in any 
way, only that you must satisfy this disclosure exercise in the context of TSR.

• What we recommend: Create your compensation plan fully independent of this 
disclosure mandate. Craft a plan that matches your industry, business life cycle, and 
most importantly, your long-term value creation strategy.

• Next, work on the reporting element as it is required. This will involve significant 
levels of new calculation that differ from the Summary Compensation Table (SCT) 
and will include a new table – the Pay-vs-Performance Table. 
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Model this in advance to understand what is required, as well as to understand 
what your company’s disclosure will look like. This will help you develop solid 

rationale for your strategy-based compensation and will highlight any potential 
red-flag issues.



Poll Question #5

Which of the new disclosures has your compensation committee 
most concerned?

• The CEO Pay Ratio Rule

• The Clawback Proposal

• The Pay-vs-Performance Proposal
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5. Align Director Compensation with Expanded Roles 
and Responsibilities

• Boards are under scrutiny, subject to controversy and recently, litigation.

• Activists and other investors often question form and level of compensation.

• Yet Directors are experiencing increasing responsibility, risk and are expected to be 
more involved than ever in helping set and achieve strategic outcomes.

• Regardless of the approach, consideration should also be given to either extending 
vesting and/or holding requirements. 17

Evaluate the structure of your equity program to determine whether 
a fixed share vs. fixed value approach better balances the increasing 

level of responsibility/risk with a greater level of scrutiny.

Fixed Share Fixed Value

Pros  Greater performance orientation 
and accountability

 Directors on par with Investors 
and Employees

 Less variability in earned value
 Directors focused on governance and service, 

rather than performance

Cons  Significant changes in stock price 
could result in unintended value 
outcome

 Ability to align greater complexity 
with greater value is debatable

 Share pool pressure if stock price decreases
 May not fully reflect increased complexity or 

responsibility over time



Poll Question #6

Do you believe shareholders should have an 
opportunity to opine on Director pay?

• Yes 

• No 
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Takeaway

Planning, preparation and looking ahead are the key themes 
underlying each of our Top 5 Compensation Committee Agenda 
Items in 2016.

• Put TSR in its proper place.

• If not TSR, then what? Design to your strategy.

• Explore extensions of equity grants.

• Begin now developing plans for coming regulations.

• Consider the trending interest in Board compensation.  
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Don’t Miss Our Next Webinar in This Series

Join NACD and Pearl Meyer for our next 
Compensation Series webinar:

Pearl Meyer’s Annual Director’s Compensation Report

January 28, 2016 2:00 PM (ET)

To register or check out the archives of earlier webinars in this 
series, visit www.NACDonline.org/webinars.
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http://www.nacdonline.org/webinars
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Questions
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If you have any questions regarding NACD credit or the Fellowship 
programs, please contact: 

Meghan Metzbower, Senior Fellowship Program Manager

Phone: (202) 803-6764

Email: Fellowships@NACDonline.org

To learn more about NACD Fellowships, visit us at 
NACDonline.org/Fellowships.

NACD Credit and Fellowship Information

mailto:Fellowships@NACDonline.org
http://www.nacdonline.org/fellowships
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Thank You


